Tunes for the Handsworth Traditional Sword Dance

British Grenadiers

The Girl I Left Behind Me

Little Cotton Socks
Tunes for the Handsworth Traditional Sword Dance

Kafoozalum

John Peel

Country Gardens
Tunes for the Handsworth Traditional Sword Dance

Keel Row (as above)

Bobby Shaftoe

Figures & Tunes:
March On: British Grenadiers
Once to Yourselves, March Round and Slip: The Girl I Left Behind Me
Snake: Little Cotton Socks
Single Up: Keel Row
Single Down: Geordie Hinny
Divide Up: Cock of the North
Divide Down: Kafoozalum
Double Up: John Peel
Double Down: Country Gardens
Fast Single Up and Lock: Keel Row
March Off: Bobby Shaftoe
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